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Triads 
++

💦💰Casinos💰💦 

 

U.S. has intel that Osama bin Laden's son and heir, Hamza, is dead, officials say 

 

The officials would not provide details of how Hamza bin Laden died or if the U.S.

played a role. It is unclear if Washington has confirmed his death.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EA2TUrcVUAA_O01.jpg


💦💰Casinos3💰💦 

 

Arizona tells US Supreme Court that the Sackler family is 'looting' money to avoid

legal penalties in opioid cases 

 

Pro-Saudi think tank in Washington shuts down 

 

Arabia Foundation will fold because of 'ongoing differences' between its donors, its

founder says👀

💦💰Casinos4💰💦 

 

Ex-MoscowMitch staffers lobbied on Russian-backed Kentucky Aluminum project

#NukeDeal 

 

Aluminum is used in nuclear reactors Get it?
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Aluminum is used in nuclear reactors. Get it? 

 

Democrats are pushing the Trump administration to review the project, and they say

#MoscowMitch indirectly helped facilitate it.

💦💰Casinos5💰💦 

 

The Rusal was able to make the investment after Mnuchin granted sanctions relief

from penalties the Treas Dept initially imposed on Rusal & other COs owned by Oleg

Deripaska, a RU oligarch & Kremlin ally accused of facilitating Moscow’s nefarious

activities,

💦💰Casinos6💰💦 

 

India’s ‘Coffee King’ Found Dead Amid Financial Troubles 

 

U.S. restores Yellowstone grizzlies to protected species list 

 

The Trump administration says it will set up a system allowing Americans to legally

access lower-cost prescription drugs from Canada.
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💦💰Casinos7💰💦 

 

Libyan Hashtag Campaign Has Broader Designs: Trolling Qatar 

Organized Twitter campaign supporting Haftar advocated the regional political

interests of the UAE 

 

House Committee Seeks CBP Documents in Investigation into Secret Facebook

Groups
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💦💰Casinos8💰💦 

 

'I did meet with Putin': Dem report highlights Flynn exchange after 2015 trip 

 

Secret Russian Nuclear Accident Caused a Huge Radiation Cloud to Blanket Europe,

Scientists Claim 

 

Fed cuts rates in effort to keep economy on track

💦💰Casinos9💰💦 

 

Former Japanese internment camp to shelter migrant children 

 

China to stop issuing visas for mainlanders to travel to Taiwan, as tensions mount 

 

‘Moscow Mitch’ Tag Enrages McConnell and Squeezes G.O.P. on Election Security 

#MoscowMich #MoscowMitchMcTreason
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💦💰Casinos10💰💦 

 

Ohio AG: Premera Blue Cross to pay $10 million in multi-state data breach

settlement 

 

Kash Patel, Devin Nunes Ally Who Fought Russia Probe, Gets Senior White House

National Security Job 

 

Russia Instagram influencer Ekaterina Karaglanova found dead in suitcase

💦💰Casinos11💰💦 

 

Jared Kushner Departs for Multi-Stop Middle East Investment 

 

Federal Indictment Alleges Scheme to Avoid Payment of $1.8 Billion in Anti-

Dumping Duties on Chinese Aluminum Imported as ‘Pallets’ 

 

Trump Administration Imposes Sanctions On Iran's Foreign Minister.
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Pro-Saudi think tank in Washington shuts down 

 

Arabia Foundation will fold because of 'ongoing differences' between its donors, its

founder says 

Pro-Saudi think tank in Washington shuts down | Middle East Eye
Arabia Foundation will fold because of 'ongoing differences' between its donors, its
founder says

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/pro-saudi-arabia-think-tank-washington-shuts-down

‼ Excellent Read‼  

 

Prescience and Polonium-210 -  

 

By @Deaf2Cheka 

Prescience and Polonium-210 - Ser Stark - Medium
I started writing about the contents of this nearly two years ago, after being
awakened by a fascinating publication by twitter users K. Louise Neufeld, Lincoln's
Bible, and Jay McKenzie. It was…

https://medium.com/@SerStark/prescience-and-polonium-210-2c7e7b75411f

The Trump administration says it will set up a system allowing Americans to legally

access lower-cost prescription drugs from Canada. 
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The Latest: Plan to allow drug imports will take time
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Latest on President Donald Trump's plan to lower
prescription drug prices (all times local): 6:20 p.m. It's unclear how soon consumers
will see benefits from a...

https://apnews.com/144fba1435ff4a499c7c4266ea39006b?utm_campaign=SocialFlow…

'I did meet with Putin': Dem report highlights Flynn exchange after 2015 trip 

'I did meet with Putin': Dem report highlights Flynn exchange after 201…
Both men have insisted, when asked, that they exchanged brief pleasantries but
had no substantive discussions.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/29/vladimir-putin-michael-flynn-report-1440136
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146 9:33 PM - Jul 31, 2019

124 people are talking about this

AU’s peak criminal intelligence agency has announced a sweeping inv’n into

organised crime in Australian casinos amid revelations about Crown Resorts'

dealings w/ junket operators w/ links to suspected Chinese crime bosses & foreign

influence agents. 

Crime agency reveals a major investigation into organised crime at ca…
As Crown seeks to downplay its problems, the Australian Criminal Intelligence
Agency announces a major investigation.

https://www.theage.com.au/business/companies/crime-agency-reveals-a-major-investi…

Epstein 

Kathleen Kiernan
@KiernanKathleen

"Mr. Epstein appears to have gained entree into the scientific 
community through John Brockman, a literary agent whose best-
selling science writers include Richard Dawkins, Daniel Goleman 
and Jared Diamond. Mr. Brockman did not respond to requests 
for comment." twitter.com/jkbjournalist/…

julie k. brown @jkbjournalist
Jeffrey Epstein Hoped to Seed Human Race With His DNA 
nyti.ms/2Ki92W9
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40 people are talking about this

‘Moscow Mitch’ Tag Enrages McConnell and Squeezes G.O.P. on Election Security 

 

#MoscowMich #MoscowMitchMcTreason  
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‘Moscow Mitch’ Tag Enrages McConnell and Squeezes G.O.P. on Electi…
Mr. McConnell, the Senate leader, has typically embraced nasty nicknames by
critics. But criticism of his role in blocking election measures has taken hold in an
unusual way.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/30/us/politics/moscow-mitch-mcconnell.html

U.S. has intel that Osama bin Laden's son and heir, Hamza, is dead, officials say 

The officials would not provide details of how Hamza bin Laden died or if the U.S.

played a role. It is unclear if Washington has confirmed his death. 

Osama bin Laden's son and heir, Hamza, is dead, U.S. officials say
Letters seized from Osama bin Laden's compound suggested he was grooming his
son Hamza to be his successor as leader of al Qaeda.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/u-s-has-intel-osama-bin-laden-s-so…

Committee Seeks CBP Documents in Investigation into Secret Facebook Groups 

Committee Seeks CBP Documents in Investigation into Secret Facebo…
Washington, D.C. (July 31, 2019)—Today, Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, the Chairman
of the Committee on Oversight and Reform, sent a letter to U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) Acting Commissioner M…

https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/committee-seeks-cbp-documents-in-i…

Two former top staffers to #MoscowMitch have lobbied Congress and the Treasury

Department on the development of a new Kentucky aluminum mill backed by the

sanctioned RU oligarch Deripaska’s aluminum giant Rusal, according to a new

lobbying disclosure. 

Ex-McConnell staffers lobbied on Russian-backed Kentucky project
Democrats are pushing the Trump administration to review the project and they
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Democrats are pushing the Trump administration to review the project, and they
say McConnell indirectly helped facilitate it.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/31/mcconnell-staffers-lobbied-russian-backed-k…

Arizona tells US Supreme Court that the Sackler family is 'looting' money to avoid

legal penalties in opioid cases 

Arizona says Sackler family is 'looting' money to avoid legal penalties i…
In a rare filing, the state of Arizona told the Supreme Court Wednesday that it has
"evidence" that the Sackler family, which has owned and controlled Purdue

Pharma, has transferred billions of dolla…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/31/politics/arizona-sackler-purdue-pharma-supreme-cou…

Trump commutes Ted Suhl's sentence  

 

He was convicted on bribery and fraud-related charges (Medicaid) in July 2016. The

WH said Trump’s decision to commute Suhl’s sentence was influenced by Mike

Huckabee  

 

Mobsters love Medicare/Medicaid #DixieMob 

Trump commutes Ted Suhl's sentence - Arkansas Times
The White House announced today that President Trump has commuted the prison
sentence of Ted Suhl, a former operator of a behavioral health company in
Arkansas who was convicted on bribery and fraud-…

https://arktimes.com/arkansas-blog/2019/07/29/trump-commutes-ted-suhls-sentence

Kash Patel, Devin Nunes Ally Who Fought Russia Probe, Gets Senior White House

National Security Job 
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Nunes Ally Kash Patel Who Fought Russia Probe Gets Senior White H…
Patel was one of the leading staffers pushing back against FBI investigations of
Trump-Russia. He’s now senior director of the National Security Council’s terrorism
directorate.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/kash-patel-devin-nunes-ally-who-fought-russia-probe-g…

Chinese Billionaire Indicted in U.S. in Alleged Tariff-Evasion Scheme 

Accusations that aluminum mogul Liu Zhongtian committed fraud and money

laundering come during tense trade talks between the two countries 

Chinese Billionaire Indicted on Charges of Evading Nearly $2 Billion in…
A powerful Chinese billionaire has been indicted by a federal grand jury on charges
that he evaded nearly $2 billion in tariffs as part of a conspiracy to smuggle
massive quantities of aluminum into …

https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-billionaire-indicted-in-u-s-in-alleged-tariff-evasion-…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Crown Confidential: Packer's Losing Hand 

James Packer and his Crown gambling and entertainment empire have bet big, for

more than a decade on China, and its VIP gamblers. These high rollers have fuelled

Crown's boom 

Crown Confidential
Four Corners investigates the turmoil inside James Packer's Crown operation in
China.

https://www.abc.net.au/4corners/crown-promo/8319302
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Libyan Hashtag Campaign Has Broader Designs: Trolling Qatar 

Organized Twitter campaign supporting Haftar advocated the regional political

interests of the UAE 

Libyan Hashtag Campaign Has Broader Designs: Trolling Qatar
This is the second article of a two-part series on a hashtag campaign supporting
Libyan warlord Khalifa Haftar during his campaign to take Tripoli. Part 1 can be
found here. A network of more than…

https://medium.com/dfrlab/libyan-hashtag-campaign-has-broader-designs-trolling-qatar…

‼ 2016‼  

 

Steven Mnuchin, a business partner of Australian gaming mogul James Packer, 

Donald Trump taps James Packer partner to beat Hillary Clinton
Steven Mnuchin, a business partner of Australian gaming mogul James Packer,
has been named as Donald Trump's national finance chairman for the presidential
election campaign.

https://www.afr.com/news/politics/donald-trump-taps-james-packer-partner-to-beat-hilla…

Steven Mnuchin is the business partner of James Packer, whose gifts to the

Netanyahu family are being probed by the Israel Police. 

Th H ll d ti b t T ’ T i k d billi
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The Hollywood connection between Trump’s Treasury pick and billiona…
Steven Mnuchin is the business partner of James Packer, whose gifts to the
Netanyahu family are being probed by the Israel Police.

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-between-trumps-treasury-pick-and-billi…

Secret Russian Nuclear Accident Caused a Huge Radiation Cloud to Blanket Europe,

Scientists Claim 

Secret Russian nuclear accident caused a huge radiation cloud to blan…
Researchers believe an incident at a nuclear reprocessing plant in central Russia
was the cause, though Russian officials have always denied involvement.

https://www.newsweek.com/secret-russian-nuclear-accident-caused-huge-radiation-clo…

Secret Russian Nuclear Accident Caused a Huge Radiation Cloud to Blanket Europe,

Scientists Claim 

Secret Russian nuclear accident caused a huge radiation cloud to blan…
Researchers believe an incident at a nuclear reprocessing plant in central Russia
was the cause, though Russian officials have always denied involvement.
https://www.newsweek.com/secret-russian-nuclear-accident-caused-huge-radiation-clo…

EPA clears path for proposed copper and gold mine near Alaska’s Bristol Bay 

EPA clears path for proposed copper and gold mine near Alaska's Bris…
The Environmental Protection Agency said it would withdraw its option to veto the
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The Environmental Protection Agency said it would withdraw its option to veto the
proposed Pebble mine, which opponents say would endanger the Bristol Bay
salmon fishery.

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-07-30/pebble-mine-alaska-epa-salmon

Former Japanese internment camp to shelter migrant children 

Former Japanese internment camp to shelter migrant children
The Department of Health and Human Services picked a former Japanese
internment camp to be the temporary shelter for migrant children detained at the
Southern border. NBC News’ Simone Boyce reports f…

https://www.nbcnews.com/now/video/former-japanese-internment-camp-to-shelter-mig…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  
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Lewis Wake
@lewiswake
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Austin Powers vs Taylor Swift

7,673 4:12 PM - Jul 27, 2019

1,725 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

The romance between Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse was more than just an act.

For two of their real-life voice actors, it was magic, and soon love, at first sound bite. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/arts-entertainment/2019/07/30/she-was-voice-minnie…
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There is so much beauty in the world
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Leonardo da Vinci's Spiral Staircase in Chât…
Experts believe Leonardo da Vinci's final
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

It’s been a long & busy day.  

 

@cnn’s questions sucked as they aimed to to incite conflict & exacerbate divisions

rather than designed to allow the candidate to soar and express their visions & zero

questions about foreign policy.  

#GameShow 

 

Sleep well everyone!

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour
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@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @KiernanKathleen @mopeng

@Geurtie

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 31, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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